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Most of the time, motorcycles and other motor vehicles exist peacefully 
on the roadways. But sadly, there are way too many times when tragedy 
results, mainly due to the rate of speed and lack of driver protection. As such, 
motorcycle accidents are considered to be the worst kind of crash because 
they so often result in grave injuries, from TBI to spinal cord injuries to broken 
bones. 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says motorcyclists are 26 
times more likely to perish in motor vehicle crashes and five times as likely to 
sustain injuries than occupants within a passenger car. Have you been involved 
in such an accident while riding your bike? The party or parties responsible 
should pay. 

To help you get the compensation you need to pay for your medical bills 
and time off work, choose a highly skilled motorcycle accident lawyer in Los 
Angeles to increase your chances of success. Yes, it can be daunting and scary 
to consider your injuries, the long road ahead and how you will possibly pay 
for it all. However, this isn’t the time to get lax about researching the best 
motorcycle accident attorney for you. Here are four tips to guide you.
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Many lawyers offer sub specialties within personal injury law. However, 
you have to make sure your chosen lawyer has vast experience with your 
particular type of personal injury: motorcycle accidents. With personal 
injury law growing more complex each and every year, you need an 
expert who has the comprehensive knowledge and experience to get 
a fair settlement for your claim in a timely manner. Remember, the 
insurance adjuster on the other side of the claim knows the process 
better than you. They will try to get away with whatever they can to 
discredit you, going so far as to imply that you were the careless one and 
you caused the accident that contributed to your injuries. That’s why 
you need an equal or greater match of skills from a motorcycle accident 
lawyer who has the in-the-trenches experience over many decades to 
win favorable verdicts and settlements.

1 Look at Success Rates
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Preliminary research online will reveal many reviews and client 
testimonials that can enlighten you overall as to the worth of a particular 
attorney. Those are all well and good but the real gems come from 
people you know. Ask around for word of mouth reviews from your 
friends and family. Which lawyers have they used for personal injury 
cases? Were they happy with the process overall? Did they get the justice 
they were looking for? Look for reviews that show a motorcycle accident 
lawyer in Los Angeles who has shown compassion and a willingness to 
go the extra mile.

This is your turn to be the interviewer. Don’t waste your free initial 
consultation. Go with questions in hand and ask whatever you need to. 
Some good sample questions to ask include:
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Check the Reviews

Conduct Interviews
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  What is your rate? How do you charge? Do I have to pay now or later?  
  (Keep in mind most lawyers don’t charge you anything until your case  
  results in a win or settlement.)
  Do I have a case, based on your initial understanding of the facts?
  How many cases similar to mine have you dealt with? What’s working in  
  my favor and against?
  Can you give me insight into your strategy? Are you aggressive and leave  
  nothing to chance, or do you take a more laid-back, methodical   
  approach?
  How long will it all take from start to finish? Don’t expect a firm answer  
  on this, though; no good lawyer can tell you with certainty what the  
  outcome will be or how long it will take to achieve.
  Will you primarily handle my cases? Who else will be involved?
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It stands to reason that a larger law firm will have more resources than 
a small one to thoroughly investigate your claim. Research is expensive. 
It takes staff members, time, dedication and access to the right 
professionals in order to do it right. From your lawyers to the paralegals, 
it takes a village to get the desired results. Because you were in a 
motorcycle accident, your lawyer may very well have to hire an accident 
reconstruction expert to get the facts straight. They will have to locate 
witnesses, review police statements and even consult with a doctor to 
understand the nature of your injury and how long it will take to recover. 
Choose a well-established law firm with vast resources to properly 
handle your case.

Kuzyk Law is your trusted Los Angeles area law firm that prides itself on 
focused, comprehensive services. If you have been injured in a motorcycle 
accident, promptly contact us for a face-to-face consultation at no cost at 661-
945-6969.

3 Ensure Adequate Resources

Contact Kuzyk Law
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